
Generator Troubleshooting Guide 
 
All generators are to be placed on a flat surface before attempting to start. Turn the power 

switch to the on position. (Straight line is on/O is off). Make sure that the gas for the 
generator is in the ON position (Parallel to the fuel line). Turn the choke to the open position. 
(Some of the champions have auto choke). Pull the pull cord or depress the electric start button 
for 10 seconds or until the generator starts. If after 10 seconds the generator does not start, 
check the previous steps and try again. Once the generator starts turn the choke to the closed 
position and let the motor warm up.  Do not plug anything into the generator until it is running 
and at full RPM’s. Once the motor is running at full RPM’s plug one blower at a time into the 
generator and turn the blower on. You will hear the generator RPM’s slow down as it generates 
power to keep up with the power demand. Once the generator reaches maximum RPM’s again 
it is safe to plug in and start another blower. Never plug more than one (1) 1.5hp blower into 
each outlet. It is ok to plug a 1hp & 1.5hp into the same outlet or two (2) 1hp blowers into the 
same outlet. In the event that the generator is turned off, all blowers must be turned off and 
unplugged before attempting to restart the generator. Anytime that a generator is to run for 
more than 4 hours the gas must be checked and filled as needed to ensure that power to the 
blowers is not lost. 
 

Generator Will Not Start 
● Check the gas level (should be filled before arrival at the job) 
● Make sure that nothing is plugged into the generator 
● Check to ensure that the gas is on 
● Check the choke to make sure that it is open (this needs to be closed when generator 

starts) 
● Make sure that the generator is sitting level 
● Check Oil level and fill to proper level if needed 
● Check all wires and spark plug cap to ensure that nothing has become unplugged 

 
Generator Starts but Will Not Stay Running 

● Ensure that generator is sitting level 
● Check the gas level in the generator 
● Make sure the gas is on 
● Make sure that the choke is in the closed position after the generator starts 
● Check the oil level of the generator 
● Make sure that the generator is not overloaded (Do not plug (2)-1.5 hp blowers into the 

same outlet on the generator) 
 
 
 



Generator is Running but Not Producing Power 
● Check the outlet to see if the GFI is tripped. If so you need to unplug the blowers and 

reset it 
● Check to see if the circuit breaker is tripped. All generators have a round button close to 

the outlet. If the button is popped out you will need to unplug the blowers and reset the 
breaker (simply push it back in, sometimes you need to wait a few minutes for the 
breaker to cool down before it will reset) 

● Check to make sure that the power supply running to the panel is connected 
(occasionally it will come loose during transport) 

 
Breaker Trips Continuously 

● Make sure the outlet is not overloaded (Do not plug more then(1) 1.5hp blower into 
each outlet) 

● Make sure that the plug on the blower is dry before plugging it in 
● Swap out the blower. If they have a short in them it will trip the breaker 

  


